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Monday, December 16, 1968

NEW MEXICO LOBO

EW
EX ICC

It'll Be A Busy Week For The Lobos
CU, St. Mary's,
4- Team Tourney
Highlight Week
By MIKE PERRY
Sparts Editor
After this week is over, Coach
Bob King and his troops will welcome the Christmas tradition of
getting rather than giving.

Want Ads
FOR SALE
1967 MONTESA SCORPION; competition
AND street Muipped, many extras-See
to believe, MUST SELL. 1968 Husq.
varna 360cc- $13550 bike goes to best
offt2r over $900. World's foremost motocross machine. Both at 216 Maple, NE.
S 0 NY S T ERE 0 hns Garrard record
changer, excellent fidelity, like new, price
open, evenings 898-1709.
1963 FORD FALCON FUTURA. One own·
cr. Air -conditioner, rndio. Excellent COlJ.w
ditlon, 49,000 mi. 277-2922. 247-4884.

WOODEN YOU? Hand carved boxes,
Tenkwood trays, Ebony letter openers
and chess sets, wild wooden chests. Do
Tree, 2218 Central S.E.
OLD ROLL-TOP DESK, good condition,
$110. Bo Tree, 2218 Central S.E.
242-2018.
HAND-TOOLED wide leather watch bands,
wide leather belts with big brass buck·
les. The Bo Tree, 2218 Central S.E.
PERSONALS
EVELYN WOOD Reading Dynamics will
improve your reading speed measurably.
For proof come in for a free mini-lesson
every Monday night in the Union, room
250A at 6:30 p.m.
PLAYBOY & NEWSWEEK available now
before rate increases on Jan. 1. These
make excellent gifts for ChristmM &
Chnnuka. Other magazines at student
rate. include PSYCHOLOGY TODAY,
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, ESQUffiE.
The American Bank of Cemmerce in the
Union hos the details.
HELPI-Albuquerque Job Cerps Women
need reading material. Old magazines,
books, etc., should be left in the Lobo
office. Or call Jan 277-4202, 1-3 Mon.Thurs.

WANTED - Riders to Salt Lnke City.
Leave Dee. 20 or 21, call 265·1178 after
12:00 p.m.
NOTICE COEDS - Girl, 19, wants to
share your apartment and expenses,
near UNM campus. Please call 298-8806.
WOULD you believe ••• SCUBA DIVING
dul'inR Christmaa 'Yaeatlon at Lu Vegas,
Nevad!l7 CnD: Seth, 842-8014; Jnst
ehanee Dec. 19.
I RAVE " ring for her filllter, a n'bbon for
her hair, or a groovie Christmas goodie.
Sign of the Pampered Malden, 2937
Monte Vista NE on the Triangle).
GIVE your folks READERS DIGEST for
Christmas. It's cheaP-Only $1.99 a year
---&every month they will remember your
December kindness. Go by the American
Bank of Cemmerce in the SUB.
MlSC
FOR YOUR Christmas groomllllt try the
Cellege Inn Barbershop, 303 Ash N.E.
242-0008.

SERVICES
TYPING-Term Papers, theses, ete. 2688908. 500 Kentucky, S.E.
MIMEOGRAPHING-all kinds - reportsprograms - letters - CHRISTMAS LETTERS - notices of meetings - les.oM.
Prompt-efficient-reasonable. Call 2567373.
ROOM &BOARD
UNM STUDENTS - PART WITH USModern accomodations with a large .llarking lot. 243-2881.

That's because his team will be
giving their time to four opponents in the space of six days.
Hopefully, they'll be getting
presents in the form of basketball victories during this c1·ucial
period. Right now they're 5-0 on
the season, and hope to increase
their ranking.
In Bolder Tonite
Tonight, they'll be in Boulder,
Colo. to me~t the University of
Colorado-a team which at this
point is the best bet to end the
UNM five-game winning streak.
The Buffaloes are 5-1 or. the season, and have a one-point win
over USC-a team which beat
highly regarded Houston by 20
points.
But assistant coach, Chuck
Gardner feels his team will have
its hands full with UNM and
isn't laying any bets on a CU
win.
"I've never seen a team this
good before," he said. We've got
a bunch of tall boys, but they are
sophomores and juniors," he said.
Thought Willie Tops
"I saw Willie Long in Indiana,
and he's the best I've seen," he
said. "And if a boy that good isn't
starting then you've got tO' be
good," he added.
On Tuesday, the Lobos will
return to University Arena to
meet little St. Mary's College of
California-a school with an enrollment of 900. This should be
another win for the Lobos.
Then on Friday, the third annual Lobo Invitational will be
underway and features San Francisco University, and top eastern
'Schools, Temple and Fordham.
The Lobos have won the tournament every year its been held,
and they'll be out to win it again.
Meets UTEP Again
UNM then plays its final game
before Christmas will be the following Monday· when it journeys
down to El Paso to meet the
Texas Miners.
Speaking of the Miners, every
Lobo fan knows that coach Don
Haskins and his crew will be out
to show UNM how good they can
play on their own home grounds.
The Lobos escaped with a close
65-61 victory over UTEP Saturday, as four Lobo starters had
double-figured scoring.
Greg Howard, Willie Long, and

Petie Gibson had 13, while Steve
Shropshire had 12.
Four Hit Double
UTEP also had four starters
hitting double figures. Nate (The
Roller Skate) Archibald proved
he was good as the UTEP people
said he was, as he popped in 20
point'S for the Miners. Teammates
Mike Switzer had 13, with Andrew White getting 12, and Pies
Vann hitting 10.
But the fast-moving Miners
gave the Lobos trouble with their
ragged zone defense which forced
many UNM shots from the outside. UNM hit 23 of 55 shots for
a poor 42 per cent.
The Miners, who work patiently
for a sure shot, hit 21 of 40 for
52· per cent.
Game Was Tops
The game was one of the most
exciting at the Arena as UTEP
took its first lead with 13 minutes
left in the first half and held it
until midway through the second.
UNM had to battle back from
five and six point deficits before
Gibson's layup with 5:10 to
play gave UNM the lead for
good at 52-51.
After this shot, UTEP committed two personals and Ron
Sanford and Stretch Howard
added four straight free throws
to sew the game up at 56-51.
David Losses-Big G Wins
Friday night's game with Occidental was the David and Goliath variety. But in this case,
little David turned out to be the
victim as UNM took an easy
100-63 win.
The game wasn't exciting until
UNM extended its score into the
high 90s and fans began scream-

ART
SUPPLIES

ing. for 100.
With UNM ahead 94-61 and
1:09 to play, Sanford connected
on a jumper giving the Lobos 96
points. Then UNM got the ball
two straight times on turnovers

with Sanford getting the 98th,
and 100 points.
Sanford topped UNM scoring
with 22, while Howard followed
with 19, and Long and Ron Becker had 15.

LANGELL'S
2510 Central S.E.

Acres~

From John•on Gym

BlACKJACKS

Hope you don't mine the pun.

JEWELERS
(399 Feet West of Louisiana on Menaul)
Open Evenings Until9:00 P.M. Except Sat.

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

WWii!W
Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics
207 Dartmouth Dr., NE; 265-6761 Sponsored by Lyceum

The best way to find out what the course is all
about is to attend an hour-long lesson. The
mini-lesson will introduce you to your classroom procedures. It will show you how we extend your retention and recall. It will give you
a glimpse of our sessions on new study techniques. You might even leave the mini-lesson
reading faster than when you came in.
,,
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Every Monday Night
SUB-Room 250A 6:30 P.M.
also
Fri., Jan. 3 and Jan. 11
At The Institute
Classes Begin Jan. 13, 14, 16

ul know thewav. home

I
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U. Classes To

20% DISCOUNT
Shiva Oils -& Water Colon
Brushes - Canvas
Po nels- Stretched Canvas
Stretcher Bars & Mote

___________________________________..,....,.___________________

with mv eves closed:
Then you know the wa~' too well.
Because driving an old farnlliar route can make you
drowsy, even when you're rested.
When that happens, pull over, take a break
and take two NoDoztil Action Aids. ~rhey'lf help you
drive home with your eyes open.
NoDoz Action Alds. No car should be without them.

•r.t-1. C1968 Brislol-Myeu Co.

--------------------------------~-----------.......... --~-·-·-···

Thursday and Friday classes
have been cancelled.
In a joint announcement issued
this morning, Vice President for
Student Affairs Harold Lavender
and Academic Vice President
Chester Travelstead said school
"will end after Wednesday's
classes."
"It is more a preventative measure than a reaction to an epidemic," said Lavender.
The decision was based on "a
very strong recommendation"
from Dr. A. K. Young, director of
the student health services.
"I recommended that we close
the place to avert an epidemic after discussing the situation with
the other doctors," said Young.
"We had about 200 cases yesterday and by the weekend we could
have the dorms filled with students stuck there for a week,''
Young said.
"If it was just ahead of the
holidays it would make sense to
take a chance, but with only thz:ee
days of classes involved it seems
to make better sense not to run
the risks," he added.
Young described the sickness
as· "a virus infection-a vicious
type which lasts about a week."
Lavender said that all functions of the university except
classes will remain in operation.

~nd

Wedn
Court Levies Fine
On Two Senators

.

Student Court found newly didates were informed of election
elected senators Rob Knight and rules and regulations at a special
Doug MacCurdy guilty of violat- meeting held by Anne Knight two
ing election procedures in an in- weeks before voting. The rules
.,
junction hearing last night.
for campaigning were also stapled
....
Knight and MacCurdy were to the petitions handed to each
' .............
ordered to pay a $10 fine for post- candidate, Olmi said.
ing campaign literature on perAnne Knight said she telemanent fixtures. They were told phoned Terri Johnson, another
by the court justices that their member of the elections commitsenatorial seats would be enjoined tee, and asked her to remind the
until the fine is paid. The court defendants that no campaign litfound the $15 fine asked for in erature could be posted on perthe injunction arbitrary and manent fixtures. The signs were
capriciou.s.
still on the trees and posts all the
Olmi Asks Injunction
way up the hill between Yale and
Toni Olmi, chairman of the Mesa Vista Road at 2 p.m. on
•elections committee', asked for the election day, said Miss Knight.
injunction against Knight and
Knight Tells MacCurdy
MacCurdy when he was informed
MacCurdy said he realized they
by Anne Knight, a member of the
election committee, that campaign • had violated the rules only when
literature was found posted on he heard about the violation from
Doug MacCurdy and Rob Knight trash cans, trees, and lamp posts. Rob Knight. "As soon as I heard
await Student Court decision.
Olmi emphasized that the can- I sent people down to remove
them,'' he said. He cited examples
he had seen of other violations in
the Union on election day. Campaign stickers were on signs in
tthe Union and one candidate
marked on the sidewalks and
building with chalk, he said.
Knight concurred with MacCurdy and added be felt the $15
fine asked by Olmi was too stil':
The Thanksgiving Day Fast activities and views of NSA, he
Olmi said he and the electiq~ "
consists of an effort on the part said. "I believe that publicity is committee decided to request a
of NSA to get students to give up the key to the job of coordinator. $15 fine becaus~ thE:y felt the vioone meal during Thanksgiving
lation morL severe than f~>lling to
break and to give the money they By publicity I don't mean just the file campaign expenditures which
would have spent on the meal to use of the news media but actually de:..1ands a $10 penalty.
bringing information about NSA
poverty workers.
There was one other sign posted
Wright feels that he must get to the students personally."
illegally during the elections in
out and make personal contact
"I think the nature of my work the education complex but after a
with a wide spectrum of people as NSA coordinator is and should warning it was removed, Olmi
in order to better publicize the be controversial," Wright said.
said.
-~
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Student Court

Tops Write-Ins

Manuel Wright Gets NSA Post
By ROY CORNELIUS
Staff Writer

"Student alienation wins again,''
said UNM's newly elected campus National Student Association (NSA) coordinator Manuel
Wright.
Wright was elected to the office
of NSA coordinator by a write-in
vote of 23 to 18 over another
write-in opponent, Jerry Koury.
Awaiting Decision
Wright is currently awaiting a
decision from President Heady
regarding the appeal of a Student
Standards Committee ruling suspending Wright for the remainder of the academic year. He was
accused of interfering with educational processes after participating in an . anti-Naval demonstration which purportedly disrupted the weekly drill of UNM's
Naval ROTC.
The NSA coordinator acts as
a coordinating agent between this
campus and the NSA at the national level. NSA sponsors several activities at the local campus level which the NSA corrdinator promotes in conjunction with
interested campus organizations.
Past NSA activities include tne
promotion of student discounts
with local merchants in exchange

for free advertising; the securing
of student tutors to help children
with academic weaknesses; and
the promotion of bargain rates
for students traveling in foreign
countries.
Will Continue Policies
Wright said he plans to con•ti)'l\ue these past activities as
much as possible but that he
hopes to expand the role of coordinator in other areas.
Wright said he would like to
work actively with senators and
with campus organizations. "I
want to work to extend democratic ideals on this campus,'' he
said; "I would like to see greater
participation and cooperation between opposing groups in campus
activities,'' he said.
Wright plans to work with student organizations studying library problems and investigating
the policies of the Associated Students Bookstore.
NSA Views
NSA's political views range
from support of Black power to
opposition to the war in Viet
Nam, Wright stated. NSA also
sponsors such activities as a
Thanksgiving Day Fast and
studies of problems concerning
students like narcotics and the
draft, he added.

Dorm Visitation Success
During Weekend's Trials
BySTEVELAPRADE
Staff Writer
There were no incidents or
problems reported in the first
week llf visiting progral11B for
women in the four men's dorms.
Harold Menniger, Mesa Vista's
head resident; Tom Keryk, Onate
president; Joe Petranovich, Pueblo House governor in Coronado;
and Kent Winchester, Alvarado
president, reported to the Lobo
that the visiting programs had
been a success.
Dr. E. J, Smith, director of
housing, said it was too early to
tell, but the programs appeared
to b!! a success despite the fact

that on the visiting nights, many
dorm residents went to the UNM
basketball games against the
University o£ Texas at El Paso
and against Oceidental.
The programs, approved by the
UNM Housing Committee Dec. 3,
allow male dorm residents to
take women up to their rooms
and close the doors. Women have
to be signed in and out at the
dorm's maln dcslc.
The visiting programs take
pluce in the evening from 7 p.m.
to 12 p.m. Coronado and Onate
have their visiting programs
every Friday night, Alvarado
Saturday night, and Mesa Vista
every Sunday night.

Against NSA fund Withdrawal

Wright Requests Injunction
By STEVE LAPRADE
Staff Writer
A temporary injunction has
been granted to block National
Student Association (NSA' coordinator Phil Ingram from making a monetary withdrawal of
NSA funds.
Student Court issued the injunction after NSA coordinatorelect Manuel Wright issued a
formal complaint against the fund
withdrawal by Ingram.
In answer to the complaint,
Ingram said he was only trying
to make a $350 withdrawal. He
said that $50 of the NSA funds
were his own money which he had
put in the NSA account to cover
the cost of student theatre discount seats. Ingram said the other
$300 was to cover a signed conIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIHIIIIIIIDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIWIIIIIIIIIIRIIIIIIII

Bulletin
Voters in Bernalillo County
passed the educational surtax by
a 3 to 2 margin in a special elec·
tion yesterday.
Monday's turn out was the
heaviest in a school election with
over 36,000 persons voting.
The surtax will provide $3.08
million to finance Albuquerque
public schools for the second semester of the 1968-1969 school
year.
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllnl~

tract with Commonwealth Theatres and NSA.
The restraining injunction was
granted until the Student Court
takes further action. Unless an
immediate need for the funds can
be shown, no action will take place
until after the Christmas holidays. The injunction enjoined the
business office to stop payment
on the request by Ingram.
Wright Write-In Victor
Wright, who was elected NSA
coordinator by a write-in vote in
Friday's election, could not be
reached for comment. Wright was

one of three students (incl.tding.•
Allen Cooper and Larry Russell)
who was suspended for his activities in a "watch-in" demonstration
at Zimmerman Field during Naval ROTC drills. His suspension is
now under consideration by UNM
President Ferrel Heady. Wright
has been allowed to attend classes
while Heady is considering the
case.
_
Ingram said the deadline!
the NSA-Commonwealth Th
contract payment was Oc
but an extension had been!.
ed.
~
~

1

U's Student Vo
Amend Constitution
The results of the recent UNM
election are complete, and the
University ·constitution has been
amended in two areas;
The amendments, which supported a senatorial election committee and an activity fee on both
graduate and undergraduate students, "Served to streamline the
constitution and make it mechanically sound," said Toni Olmi.
Stude'nts also voiced disapproval of the performance of the
cheerleaders by a tally of 556 for
and 821 against, while the Chaparrals received approval 837 for
and 560 against.
Carla Dunlap, Chaparral lead-

er was quite thrilled. "We've been
trying to be different with our
routines this year, working in
conjunction with the band.
We were all very anxious to
get the results. We're a very cooperative group this year that has
really worked hard."
Judy King, the head cheerlead(>!' said, "I think that it was a
p;ood idea because we want to
know that the students were dissatisfied. I was disappointed because no reason was given why
they were dissatisfied and with
criticism we could do some more
work."

-.
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Editorial

NEW

The Greatest _Love
We live in an activist era, when more and more people
care what happens to themselves and others, and take personal reponsibility for their actions. Particularly at Christmas our thoughts turn towards peace, and even the war
will be called off for a while.
There are those in VietNam who get stoned to avoid the
daily agonies of war and the corruption of war. There are
many there against their will and ours. But there are also
those who believe in what they are doing, and who have
staked their lives for what they believe-er are told they
should believe-is right. They are obeying their conscience
i:q..l;lte most extreme manner possible :
"Greater love hath no man than this, that he lay down
his life for his friend."
At the same time there are many young men in jails,
prisons, stockades, legal hold for their conscientious objection to this war, or to all wars. Three years ago we ran an
editorial similar to this one. There were 15 war resisters in
prison then.
These pacifists, resisters, patriots also feel they are fighting for a world of peace and brotherhood. They, too, are
following their conscience in the most extreme manner possible. In some measure they, too, lay down their lives for
their brothers.
In the end history will judge the value of the war-if
there will still be a history to judge. Until then, our job is
to try to stop the war, and to encourage all people of good
faith who are committing their lives. We must respect and
attempt to understand both conscientious soldier and pacifist, whether we support their actions or not.
"Love is a deep, and a dark, and a lonely," Sandburg said.
Out of love comes conscience. "I could not love thee, dear,
so much, loved I not honor more." And so people are imprisoned this season, both warrior and pacifist. Whether they
are separated from home by an ocean or a wall, the distance
is the same. Whether in olive drab or prison grey, their
regimentation exists. Whether "protected" by a warden or
a general the suffering is the same.
And how am I to face the odds,
Of man's bedevilment and God's?
I, a stranger and afraid,
In a world I never made.
·. """~ey are lonely and scared. They wonder in the deepest,
most agonizing way, whether they are doing right, and
whether love and conscience is worth anything at all. This
Christmas season, at least man's bedevilment may be lessened.
We are all trying to change the world so that there need
be no more strangers, and no more fear. On college campuses
as well as the battlefield, in the South, in Chicago, in Czechoslovakia, people are "laying their lives on the line."
Perhaps more than many Americans, students should
know the sacrifice required for such a commitment. The
problem is that we care.
And Christmas greetings may be sent to those among us
who have taken the route of prison. Their names and addresses are on this page. It is the only time of the year they
can reGeive such encouragement. Read the list. You will find
many, like Dr. Howard Levy, who have received publicity.
You will find many more who quietly disappeared.
Let them not die. Let them not be forgotten. Not this
year, when it matters so much. Peace cannot exist without
love. The least we can do is remember.
The Daily Californian
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Fromm: Revolution
veloping in our society. This inByRON BELL
You remember Edch Fromm. creased bureaucracy has developHe turned out the Art of Loving ed the industrial state to the point
and explained to all you masses where the individual is .powerless
out there what love really is. In against the organization.
spite of this all of you are still
John Stuart Mill represents the
out there searching for love as problem with the greatest clarity,
if it were some kind of a market "I confess I am not charmed with
place and when you find the best the ideal of life held out by those
deal under the circumstances then who think that the normal state
you'll buy it. Selfish! So Erich of human beings is that of strugFromm does it for us again with gling to get on; that the trampThe Revolution of Hope. Even ling, c r u s h i n g, elbowing and
though he is a Christian and even treading on each other's heels,
though he is a Marxist he makes which form the existing type of
sense. Witness my children and • social life, are the most desirable
you shall hear he story about lot of human kinds, or anything
Man and how he is really lost, disagreeable symptoms of one of
Lost in the worse way . • . lost the ·phases of industrial progress
into himself.
. , . most fitting, indeed, is it, that
Man is seeking for a meaning whiles riches are power, and to
that is prevalent to where our grow as •·ich as possible the unisociety is moving. Already de-cen- versal object of ambition ,the path
tralization and the lack of privacy to its attainment should be open to
have caused polarization such as all, without favor or partiality.
"law and order" candidates. But But the best state for human nathis is :part of the movement to- ture is that in which, while no one
ward the activation of the in- is poot·, no one desires to be richer,
dividual and for that individual nor has any reason to fear being
thrust back by the efforts of
to have his own meaning.
Hope has to be a paradox, for others to push themselves forit is not merely passive waiting ward."
nor can it be the wishing of cirErich Fromm says, "Those who
cumstances that can never occur. are attracted to the non-alive are
Man is at this crossronds in our the ·people who prefer "law and
society and hope is not only the order" to living structure, bureaukey but the ability to survive.
cratic to spontaneous methods,
Hope is the mood that accom- gadgets to living beings, repetipanies faith. Faith is based on tion to originality, neatness to
life experience. It is rational and exuberance, hoarding to spendfaith could not be sustained with- ing." These people are afraid of
out the mood of hope. Hope can the spontaneous living experience
and would rather kill the living
have no base except in faith.
system
by imposing order and
The shattering of this life experience called hope can culminate you'll .probably find them gamblin the hardening of the heart. ing with death because they are
Callousness. But who could doubt not rooted to life.
this feeling of hopelessness deSo what can we do now with

of Hope

l

this society that de-humanized itself? ·Fromm begins with defining
what is human -- you could get
the same thing out of any good
textbook on the subject but I doubt
that it would have the same meaning attached to it as the way
Fromm says it. Man needs two
things ... a frame of orientation
and a frame of devotion. Not only
is man faced with mere food gathering which has to be one of the
basic functions but the other almost instinctive drive that Fromm
identifies as man's desire to express himself with his human
faculties.
But there are elements in this
society that can not be done away
with . . . large scale centrali:ted
enterprises, large scale planning
and cybernation.
The most important steps identified by Fromm are: (1) Planning which includes the system
Man and which is based on norms
which follow from the examination of the optimal functioning
of the human being. (2) Activation of the individual by methods
of grass-roots activity and responsibility, by changing the present
methods of alienated bureaucracy
into one of humanistic management. (3) Changing of the consumption pattern in the direction
of consumption that contributes
to activation and discourages
"passivation.'' (4) The emergence
of new forms of psychospiritual
orientation and devotion, which
are equivalents of the religious
systems of the past.
These things can 1m done and
Erich Fromm not only shows us
but tells us how to do them. It
all begins with Man's activity and
drawing Man out of his passive
shell.
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To The Editor:.
Quiet Please

To 'l'he Editor!
I'm seated at a study table in
the library, trying hard to concentrate on an assignment for
tomorrow. But the conversation
being carried on between two
11eople at the next table is very
distracting. An ocoasional whisper doesn't bother, but when it
continues for five, ten, 30 60 minutes, I get angry. Soon these two
are joined by another friend and
all three seem to be taking a study

break right there, oblivious to
the "looks" they're receiving from
people all around them.
Glancing around the area, I see
similar activities at almost every
table. The whole floor is buzzing
with whispered conversations and
muffled laughter. Finally I move
to a "carrel," hoping for some
silence, but even there it's difficult to find.
The new university library,
with its generous hours and comfortable facilities, is the only

I,

written, double opaced. Name, tele:r>hone number and addra<5 mut be
Included, 'JI.ithough name wiU be

l

I.

place on campus where students
can study, But unfortunately
many still behave there as if it
were their old high school study
hall. We would not like for a
proctor system to be initiated to
keev silence; and naturally we
think the person next to us is a
"crank'' if he finally feels driven
to a disgusted "shhhh." Ideally,
each mature individual will share
the responsibility :for making it
possible for everyone to study in
a quiet place.
Rebecca Sills
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Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 07703
Joe Rittenduer
·
Federal Prison, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania 17337
Gary Hicks
Jim We.ssner
Richard B. Cley
Thomas Lewis
David 'Reed
Jeremy Mott
l!'ederal Prison, Marion, Illinois
Fred Aviles
Clifford Turner
Steven Thompson
Federal Penitentiary, McNeil Island, Washington
Guy Colwell
Art Garcia
Mel Acheson
Marshall Kirkman
John Lopez
Lawrence Sherry
Bill Paulson
Dan Peebles
Dennis Ra.vio
V. Don Speer
Dave Stanfill
·Herbert Strieter
John Simpking
Federal Prison, Milan, Michigan
Odis Johnson
Federal Prison Camp, Montgomery, Alabama
A1h"rt Ca:rvella
Federal Reformatory, Petersburg, Virginia
Jay Harker
Robert Talman son
Federal Prison, Sanford, Arizona
John Bankll
Hiawatha Davis Jr.
Frank Dolling
Dana Rae Park
Joseph Maizliah
Louis Baltomeo
Leonard Ray Davis
Richard Lee Mussman
Federal Correctional Institution, Sanistone, Minnesota
Robert Gilliam
Michael Hoffman
Irving Kurld
Michael Smith
Harold Storsve
Mark Suchy
Federal Prison, Seagovill, Texas
Donald Trompler
Vorbie Vartderpool

l'

1
·l

Federal Prison, Springfield, Missouri
Daniel Fallon
Adrian Gordon
Gunnar Knudsen
Dennis Riordan
Douglas Roemer
Jeffrey Segal
Michael Vogler
Fort Devana, Ayet, Mass. 01432
Eric Rutan
Ray Kroll
Fort Sill Stockade, Fort Sill, Oklahoma 73503
Melvin D. Hoit . Bruce Magee
Millington Naval Air Station Brig., Memphis, Tenn.
3801)3
Naval Correctional Institute, Portsmouth1 New 1Iampshire03801
William Kidd
Paul Williams
Dennis Ciesielski
George Daniels
W. L. Harvey
Treasure Island Bdg., San Francisco, California
Dale Herrin
Paul Howard
Stoe!tade, Presidio, San Francisco, Califotuia
George Davis
George Donis
Keith Mather
Brooklyn Naval Station, Brooklyn, New York
Fred Patrick
Long Bien .Tail, Vietnam
Michael J. Walsh Jr.
Newport .Naval Brig,, Rhode Island 02840
Alan JJochner
Fort Jackson, South Carolina
Ronald Fogelman
Fort Riley, Texas
Victor Bell
Russell Mative
Ronald Salinsky

VIctorian Clothint
For ft\od• r n Peop ie
And Modern Cloth I ft!J
For VIctorian Poople.
-1820 Central, S.E.-

rug-knit-crochet
embroidery-crewel-topeslry
60 yorns-1600 shades
fashionable simplified paHem books
needles-frames-buHons-tapestries
free asoislance and lessons
by professional instructors

I

•

<
iree ojos de dios instruction sheets

true scents In soaps, condles, aersols
sprlngbok puzzles-clever toys-3-m games
candle wonderland-28 colors, 81oper lengths
unusual foreign and domestic novelties
posters-black llghts-astro lights
peanuts and snoopy ore here too
chris pastilles and pennsylvanian dutch candies
paperart tableware and party goods

p.m.

A StudY o! Bia!ra 13c!oro thO WIll';
sponsored by the Peace Corps; Union
Room 129; 3 p.m.
TbursdiiY, Dec. 19
TeJlCher evaluation grading; 6 :30 p.m. to
10 p~m.; upstairs in the Union.
Pence Corps placement languag'o test;
Plaecment Center 8 a.m.
UNM Pcdonning Arts F'!lm Serics,
Mar:lO Brothers; Popejoy Hall, 7:30 p.m.
Tlclcels $2 ndulfs, $1.50 faculty, $1 students
nnd childr<n.
Conservation Romidtable, "Methods and
problmns_ of publiei.zin~t conservation;"
oponsorro by Biology department; Room•
281 A and B In Union; 12 n.m •
Friday, Dee. 20
Peaec Corpo placement language toot;
Placement Center 8 a.m.
SaturdllY, Dcc. 21
Dr. J. A. Aguilar of Stanford Univcr•
oity will lntcr>llew unde=nduntes lntermtcd in attending Stanford Univemity
M<dical School next September; 3: 0~ p.m.;
UNM Medical Science LlbriU'll con!ercnec
toom.
GymnMtlc clinic; Johnson Gym nux ll'<Bl'Y
gym; 9 :BO to 11 a.m.
Tucsdi!Y, Jan. 7
Alo)l& and Alfons l(ontnrsky, plano duettlsts from CokJgnc, Germany; recital in
llecltal Hall or the UNM FiM Arts Cclltcr; 8:15 p.m.
Wednesday, Jnn. 8
UNM Conccrt Dand concert; 8:15 p.m.;
Popejoy Hall; gUC9t conducror Carmen
Drag()n,.

~

!:I

_

Q!qapmnn "s

'lan.n

Tuesday, Dee. 17
Christmas music conc:crt presented by
the UNM chorus nnd !ull orchcstrn; Popejoy l!nll; 8:15 p.m.
Pen"<! Corps placement language test;
Plnccment CEnter 8 a.m.
Tcacltcr Evttluation grnding: G:ao p ..m.
t.o 10 p.m..; upstairs in the Union.
A colloquium on "Definitions n.ttd Mea.surements of Bnsic Electrical Units:"
SJIOilSOrOO by Depru:tment or Engineering;
Room 201; 3 p.m.
Live folk concert and simultnncollll
broadcant on KUNM, Union Theatre; 10
p.m. Admission Free.
Slide show on Philippines; presented by
Angelita Altca; 6 p.m.; Hokona l!all; all
dol1D residents invited.
Wednesday, Dcc. 18
Twentieth annual spaghetti dinner will
be held by chemical engineers; Chemical
Enginctt:ing Department~ 7 p~m..
Business Administration Students' Association ''Bitch In;" Room 231 A-C or the
Unian; 1'!.:31}..1:3{1 p.m.
Piano recital by UNM duo-pianists
George Robert and Marron Schoenfeld; 8 :1&
p.m.; Recital Hall o! the Fine Arts Center.
Pen"<! Corps plnecmcnt language test;
Placement CEnter 8 a.m. ·
Pianists George Robert and Morton
Schoen!cld in two-piano muaie vrogram:
R<eital Hall, Y,'ine Arts Center: 8 :16 p.m.
Sandia Grotro: Room 260-D Union; 7 :80

!

(

withheld up.!n reqa .. t..

osophy, accounting, and engineering. As varied as his talents seem
to be, the disciplines of history,
sociology, and psychology, as well
as speech, foreign languages, and
physical education are without the
multiple talents of the mysterious
Tap!lcott.
The Lobo would be surprised if
the departments thus slighted by
Tapscott were not clamoring for
his services.
For all the above, it is The
Lobo's contention that Robert
Tapscott, assistant professor of
chemistry, cannot be teaching all
of the courses under which he is
listed in the current class schedule, especially since several of
them are scheduled fo1• the same
day and time.
But the faculty directory contains only one R. Tapscott. So until Tapscott can be contacted,
and the mystery is cleared up, we
will stand in awe of Tapscott's
ambition, but not without leveling considerable suspicion upon
the administration for subjecting
one member of the faculty to
such an overwhelming workload.

Calling U

I'

L<lttors are wdcom.,, and ohould
be no longer U....n 250 wotda tn>e-

Tapscott listed, as an assistant
professor of chemistry.
Eager to make the acquaintance
of such an energetic gentleman,
(if indeed, this Tapscott is the
same one listed innumerable
times in the schedule), The Lobo
hastened to his office, located on
the second floor of the chemistry
building.
Little Spare Time
Alas! As wns to be suspected,
Mr. Tapscott was not in-certainly he must have little time to sit
around his office. The card on his
office door said that presently,
Tapscott is teaching only six
hours of chemistry, three at
UNM and three in Los Alamos.
But next semester, the class
schedule records quite a different
cout•se of events for R. Tapscott.
He is scheduled to teach six hours
of English, eight hours of chemistry, and seems to specialize in
education and guidance. In these
two fielda alone, he is instructing
21 hours.
Varied Talents
Also among Tapscott's talents
are geology, mathematics, phil-

£lii!abrt4

Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
and Chi Omega sorority won
sweepstakes at the annual Christmas Song Fest Sunday night in
the Union.
The winning songs sung by the
two groups were "Little Drummer Boy" and "The Virgin Mary."
Phi Delta Theta and Pi Beta
Phi took first place in the mixed
division for their songs "0 Holy
Night," and "Do You Hear What
I Hear.'' Second place for mixed
division was won by Revolution
19ti9, sponsored by the Cooperative Campus Ministry.
In single group competition,
Sigma Chi won first place and
Town Club second.
Song Fest Chairman Gail Owings of Las Campanas said, "Although Song Fest is on a competitive basis, it is one of the most
unifying times of the year for
campus organizations."
Mter the event, many of the
groups joined forccs and serenaded the campus.

I

Send Greetings to Prisoners for Peace

minj..:}~ison, Tallahassee, Florida 32304
William Davis
William Ingle
Brig. Camp Pendleton, Oceanside, CaJifomia 92055
John Robinson
Cannon Air Force Base, .New Mexico 88101
DaleNoi'd
Fort Dix Stockade, Fort Di~ New Jersey 08640
Sidney Koelling
Rudy> Pa11
Jeremy Tupper
. •,:Philip Gogren
Edmund Kujawa
Edwin Arnett
Fort Hood .Stockade, Fort Hood, Texas
Michael Patterson
David Marines
James R. Niles
Joseph Richmond
DaVid Salisbury
Fort Lewis Stockade, Fort Lewis, Washington 98433
Allan Wafkowski
Disdplinary Barracks, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas 66048
Douglas Bash
1t'Iichat~1 Brachter
M\llvin Lindsay
John Carr
Thomas Goggjrt
George Davis
Ronald Lockman
Howard Levy
Chuck Jones
Butoh Soott
Marshall Miller
John C. Wilson
Jopn Wel!s
Allan Killfoile
Fort Ord Stoekade, Fort Ord, California 93941
Steve Anderson
Jamcs .Saytnour

Yule Songfest
Won by Greeks

(

;j

/ \l<!itor's note: The following men are imprisoned all
!'...\~.~e United States for refusing to participate in
aD~, action.)

By GEORGE CAMPBELL
Staff Writer
STAFF, long seen as overworked in teaching undergraduate
courses (look in any schedule of
classes for evidence),. now has a
comrade-in-arms.
Professors usually labor under
a teaching load of three to nine
hours a semester, but one of
UNM's faculty members is evidently trying to set an enviable
example for his colleagues.
The professor in question is
evidently a man of inexhaustible
energy and knowledge, for he is
teaching a total of 68 hours in departments ranging from education to dramatic art.
Ambitious Professor
The above information was
carefully tabulated from the
class schedule for next semester,
and R. Tapscott is the ambitious
professor.
Suspecting a hoax, The Lobo
checked the latest edition of the
faculty directory, and much to
our surprise, there was a Robert

f
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CJiitl
Hoffmantown
Center
Wyoming at Menaul

298-89'20

Nob Hill
Center
Central at Cdrlislo
266-6366

feo1he,.....wox-marbl*
burlap-paintl*-Chenille
gold leaf-dip gloss-felt
prints-~ue-t!e coupage
antiquing-beads-styrofoam
stitcheroo and springbok kits
professionol ond student crt supplies
craft consultanls available
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At San Francisco State

~~----------------------------

Trustees to Talk to Teachers' Union
of a militant teachers' union
backing demands of dissident students at riot-wracked San Francisco State College.
The meeting was requested by
Ronald Haughton, a mediator
brought in to try and break an
impasse between college administrators and radical members of
the faculty and student body.
No date for the meeting has
been
set, said trustees' chairman
Students have certain prerogaTheodore
Meriam. He said a
tives pertaining to the freedom of "proper request
by Local 1352 of
_j[ess or the right to wear a the American Federation of Tea~•'· beard, the Committee on Academ- chers (AFT) will be honored when
ic Freedom and Tenure said in received and a meeting to bear
the grievances will be held."
a statement issued yesterday.
Negotiations Not Planned
The statement signed by beardMeriam's response was coned chairman John Green reads,
tained in a telegram to Haughton.
·~·Although there are certainly
Privately,
however, he said the
minimal standards that students
trustees
would
"meet and discuss
and faculty might be expected to
the union, but
grievances
with
meet with regard to cleanliness
we
will
not
negotiate.''
and decency of attire, there stlll
"There is nothing new in Merremains a wide latitude of choice
iam's
statement," said Gary Hawfor the expression of individual
kins, president of the local union.
preference and taste.''
Rules which pertain to dress "It is only a statement that it is
or hair styles, including iacial legal for the trustees to meet and
hair, "create a stifling and re- discuss issues with the AFT. The
pressive atmosphere that is not AFT has always known that such
conducive to the optimal opera- meetings are legal."
Hawkins said Meriam did 11not
tion of a university.'' Groups or
individuals who advocate such indicate any willingness to negopolicies are asked by the com- tiate on the issues.''
mittee to reconsider their posiThe San Francisco State chapter has threatened to take nearly
tion.
The football coaching staff is
affected by the recommendation.
They refused admittance to the
football banquet of seven Lobo
players for having facial hair,
and the UNM pep band, which
The UNM Concert Band, under
follows a similar policy regarding
the direction of Carmon Dragon,
beards or moustaches.
will present a concert Thursday,
Jan. 8 at 8:15 p.m. in Popejoy
Hall.
Dragon has composed and conducted music to 30 motion pictures
and is an Academy Award winner
for "Cover Girl.''
Dragon, a gUest conductor, will
An estimated 1,077 New Mexico conduct one of his own composiwidows of veterans, and wives of tions, "March of Destiny," and his
arrangements of "America the
~::-..J,014 disabled veterans. in the
Beautiful and "Blow the Man
state will be eligible for up to 36 Down.''
Tickets are available at Popemonths of educational assistance
from the Veterans Administra- joy Hall box office. Prices are
tion (VA) beginning Dec. 1, 1968, $1.50 for adults and $1 for stusaid Donald Crow, VA manager. dents.
They will be entitled to VA
A cultural anthropologist, Dr.
educational assistance payments Henry Burger, has been appointof $130 a month for full-time in- ed Adjunct Professor of Educastitutional training. The allowance tional Foundations at UNM durfor three-quarters time training ing the second semester.
is $95 a month, with $60 being
Burger has been working with
paid for half-time training under the Southwestern Cooperative Edthe new law granting these wid- ucational Laboratory (SWCEL}
ows and wives VA educational in Albuquerque. The laboratory, a
help for the first time in the his- non-profit educational research
tory of veterans' benefits in the and development facility, is atU.S., Crow Said.
tempting to find new and better
Widows and wives now eligible ways of improving early educafor this benefit will have until tional opportunities for ethnic
Dec. 1, 1967, to complete their minority children in New Mextraining under the new program, ico, Arizona, Texas, and Oklahe explained.
homa.
SWCEL Director James L. Olivero and Prof. Albert W. Vogel
of the UNM College of Education
said Burger would teach a graduSAN FRANSISCO (UPI)-The
chairman of the State College
Board of Trustees agreed Monday to meet with representatives

Beards Are OK,
Committee Says

one-fourth of the school's 1,100 employment contract with the Alioto announced today a second
mediation expert has joined
faculty members out on strike trustees.
· when classes resume Jan, 6. Un"Accordingly, insofar as the Houghton in attempting to solve
less school officials meet a series demands of this group relate to the college crisis.
The new mediator, Samuel
of demands banded down by the employment conditions and emBlack Students Union and the ployer-employee relations, includ- Jackson, a Negro, is director of
Third World Liberation Front.
ing, but not limited to wages, the disputes settlement center of
Students List 15 Demands
hours and other terms and condi- the American Arbitration AssociThe 15 demands-which include tions of employment, they are ation, He is ,scheduled to meet
speedy implementation of a de- germane to such a meeting," Wednesday with a special cisipartment of black studies, firing Meriam said.
zens' committee appointed by
of a white financial aid councellor
San Francisco Mayor Joseph Alioto.
and her replacement with a Negro, and restoration of Black
Panther George Murray to a position as an English instructorhave kept the 18,000-student campus in an uproar since the first
week in November.
At least 130 students have been
arrested during three weeks of
repeated clashes with riot police
called on campus by acting Presi11 famous international dishes
dent S. I. Hayakawa to maintain
order. Hayakawa ordered the
Christmas vacation to begin a
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
week early to foreclose the possiFrench, Gennan, and others .•.)
bility the· ranks of the militants
lunch u:3o-2:3o dinner 5:30·9:30
would be swelled by vacationing
students from hi~h schools and
other colleges.
413 Romero St. N.W. 2 blocks N.W.
"Employee Representative''
Meriam said Norman Epstein,
242-4986
of Old Town Plaza
general legal counsel to the trustees, had informed him the trustees could meet with the teachers'
union as an ' 1employee representative." He cannot negotiate, he
said, because the union has no

Service Widows
Eligible For Aid

)
)

)
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Asian Woman
Sinks U.S. Ship

SAIGON (UPI) -A Vietnamese woman with a penchant for
cigars was responsible for the
sinking of an American ammunition vehicle in the South China
Sea recently, authorities reported
Friday.
They said ash from her cigar
ignited strli\VI on the vehicle's floor
and when the American driver
tried to put out the flames by
backing the vehicle into the sea
the tide swept it away. The passengers escaped.

LQQK

name
Dogs!"
4201-Central N.E. 265-7410.
·690llomas N.E. 268-6848

ate level course, Education and
Anthropology.

*

¢

*
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COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES
presents the essentials of entire cour:;es in
capsule form.
Perfect for learning and reviewing , .. truly the
"Student's Private Tutor. 11

assoeiated students
bookstore

(tR) Popejoy Hall

(UNM Student Credit Cards)

Free Delivery ,

255-5581

i

December 27 at Tingley Coliseum in the State fair Grounds
One Night Only
Starring

STEJPJPEN

OLF

"Born to be Wild" "Magic Carpet Ride"
Featuring

THE GRASS ROOTS

"Nobody"
Plus Special Guests (In Last Appearance Before European Tour)

.ANN
"On The Road Again" "Goin' Up Country"
Also From Albuquerque

BLUE MARBLE FAUN
"The Battle Is Over"
And Introducing

PERFORMING ARTS FILMS SERIES
Presents
Groucho, Chico, Harpo, Zeppo Marx
Make War & Love in Fredonia

TENDER LOVING CARE

10

RENE & RENE

.

DUCK SOUP

By Popular Demand

1n

Extra Added Attraction
With Their No. 1 Record "Lo Mucha Que Te Quiero" "Angelita"
Total Involvement

HORSE FEATHERS

PICCADILLY LIGHT SHOW

Then Invade A College Campus

THURSDAY-DECEMBER 19-7:30 P.M.

-Royal Lime & many others-

I

11n1Wny lnrk 1J1tsttunl

rltree 'JJop l'Jipltt

3100 --Cenirai- Ave·. E. ·ai Richmond

For the UNM Man uwho Cares"
Toiletries by-English leather-Pub

'

~.

I

"Keep On. Running" "Give Me Some Loving"

.

C. Woodrow Wilson Pharmacy

\

Spencer 'Davis Qronp

* * *

Cadet officers for the UNM Air
Force ROTC unit have been named for the rest of the fall semester.
They are: Harold W. Lavender
,Jr., commander; James Miller Jr.,
operations officer; John Headrick,
personnel officer; Darrell Hayes,
informational services officer;
Robert Marsh, "A" flight commander; Thomas Eichhorst, "B"
flight commander; William Tarbell, squadron first sergeant, and
Wayne Jordan, education and
training officer.

.,

"Midnight Confessions" "Bella Linda"
Direct From England

~ampusBriefs
Pete Kendall and Wayne Ciddio
were recently elected secretary
and vice president of the UNM
chapter of ·Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalism society.
Kendall, the editor of the 1967
Mirage, is a senior from Fort
Worth, Tex. He attended Texas
Christian University for one year
where he was sports editor of The
Skiff, the TCU student newspaper.
Ciddio, Lobo sports editor last
semester, is a junior from Los
Alamos. Ciddio is currently managing editor of The Lobo.

At Last
The First Annual Albuquerque

Adults $2.00-Fac. $1.50 Students $1.00
Tel. 277-3121

Sound By McQUEN
ALL SEATS RESERVED Call 268-2497 For Ticket Info 24 hrs. a .Day
$2.75 ~ 3.75-4.75- 5.75
Tickets Available At Riedlings, Record Rendezvous, and at The Door.

l!
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Howard committed his fifth personal foul and that was the turning point for UNM.
Tope Was Tops
Gordon Tope stepped up to the
free throw line and sank two
free throws. But Tope wasn't
through. He sank the next four
CU points and suddenly UNM
found itself trailing by 11 at 6556.

Giant 7-2 center Ron Smith
added another basket shortly
thereafter giving CU a 68-56 lead
with 4:12 to go.
Despite an 18 point performance, Smith, a former ball player
for Southern Colorado State, affected UNM shooting. The giant

blocked at least six of Willie
Long'a shots, and at least two of
Ron Sanford's.
But Smith wasn't the only factor controlling the Lobo loss. The
Buffaloes combined a sticky zone
defense with a one-three-one defense to devastate UNM.
Defense Hurts UNM
Despite the loss, UNM hasn't
time to sit down and feel sorry
for itself. Tonight the Lobes meet
St. Mary's College of California
at University Arena. Then on
Friday and Saturday they'll host
San Francisco, Temple, and Fordham Universities in the fourth
Lobo Invitational. But somehow,
three wins within the next week
may do little to make up for the
loss at the hands of CU.
Both Were Even
Both teams started off play
even keel, but it wasn't until
Cliff Meely sank a pair of free
throws with 13:53 to go in the
first half which gave CU a 14-11
lead. The Buffs held the slim lead
until 8:03 remained in the half.
Leading 24-19, the Buffs rallied
for six straight points giving

-

them a 30-19 advantage. Both
teams traded baskets and CU
found itself in front by 11 with
4:29 to go.
Fireworks Begin
But then UNM started some
fireworfks of its own. It rallied
for 12 straight points within the
span of three minutes giving
UNM a 33-32 lead with 1:20 to
go. The Lobes made this rally
hold and carried a 35-33 halftime
lead into the lockerroom.
The Mutt and Jeff duo of Petie

NEW MEXICO L()JJO
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Colorado Stuns Lobos, 79-72
By MIKE PERRY
Sports Editor
Colorado University rallied for
nine straight points with less
than six minutes to go in the
second half and went on to take
a 79-72 upset win over New Mexico, last night in Boulder, Colo.
The loss ended UNM's winning
streak at five games, while. the
vastly improving Buffaloes extended their record to 7-1.
The Buffs of coach Sox Walseth
took the lead for good shortly
after the second half began, but
UNM. showed great poise and
kept just one step behind CU. But
with 6:12 left in the game, and
CU ahead 59-56 Greg "Stretch"
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COMPLETE OUTFIT:

Ask The Sports Guys

$10.00

Includes- Shirt, Suspenders,
Cummerbund, Handkerchief,
Studs, Cufflinks, Tie.

By BOB LOWDER and JOHN MOSER-Sports Writers

Boutonniere.

COAT AND TROUSERS:

Dear Sports Guys: I am a biology student wishing to conduct an experiment. Can I raise live rabbits on campus?
KYLE ESTERHAZY

$6.50

S~t;rnCTl~

FiRST a~d- GOLD-DOWNTOWN ALBUQUERQUE

Dear Kyle: You'll have to ask Coach Feldman.
the hare rules.

He set up

i.

i\

Lobo Boxscore
COLORADO
Gordon Tope
Rem Smith
Cliff Meely
Mike Coleman
Ted Er!ert
Mickey Kern
Tim Wedgeworth
Terry- .TCIIJ!e
Totals

NEW MEXICO

Long and Gibson
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Willie Long and Pete Gibacm
were the high point men for the
Lobos in their losing, 79-72 elfort
last night against powerful University of Colorado.

I

Steve Shropshire
Greg Howard
Ron Sanford
Ron Beeker
Petie Gibson
Willie Long
Dave Culver
Totala
Colorado
New Mexico

{g

2
6
8

ft-a pf
8-9
0
6-10 3
8-10 3

0
0-0
0 1-2
0
1-1
0
0-0
27 2-C-32

1
2
0
1
17

10
18
26
16
0
1
0
0
79

ft-a
2-2
4-4
3-4.
3-3
3-4.
3-3
0-0
18-20
33
36

pf

tp

8

{g

3

4

•

3
7
6
0
27

•

0-0

"So What's the Difference?"

tp

Or how man finds God if he finds Him?

3 8
6 12
3 11
.(
9
3 17
2 16
1 0
21 72
46-79
37-72

3404 Constitution N.E.
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Study & Wash

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

Change Available

~

At All Times

~

~~ New 17
Washers

~

8
Dryers

I

Dear Yul: Coach Henson doesn't have a fireplace.

~ r

(i

Dear Sports Guys: How does a speed skater know when
someone is corning up behind him?

'\
l\

BOB SLEDD
Dear Bob: Mter several hard falls, most of them have ice
in the back of their beads.

\

I\

ll
'I

Yes, it matters ... very much. Man must have God
to help him make his life meaningful. But it is confusing
with everyone shouting "This way to God."
If you are confused accept our invitation to study some
of the major religions, cults, and sects on Sunday morning at 9:30. The course, using the book "So What's the
Difference?'', starts on January 5th.
Come one time or for all thirteen lessons.

l
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Ken Lee won the 1968 UNM
three cushion billiards championship in competition held recently
in the games area of the Union.
It is the second year in a row
that Lee has taken the title.
Lee defeated Glenn Parker by
taking four out of five gam-zs
downing Parker in the last match
by a score of 25- 13.
This year's tourney was set up
on a double elimination basis with
eight competitors entered.
Lee will compete in the Rocky
Mountain Regional meet be held
Feb. 22-25 at Weber State College
in Ogden, Utah. He placed sec md
in last season's regionals.
The games area, locatel!. downstairs in the Union is open to all
students and offers billiards,
bowling, table tennis and other
activities.

'
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&!t~IS
THAT TOUCH

'•

l.lflUOB.
SHAll. NEVER

TOUCH MINE!
Unusual Christmas Gifts
For Unusual
Roommates and Relatives
Imports From Persia, Africa, India

ffie CBo B"Me
2218 Centrat'S.E.
Pbone 505 -242-2018

2212 central se albuquerque

TATU
STAR FLOWERS
HOLIDAY RICKIE
TICKlE STICKlES
MANY
MISCELLANEOUS
MOBILES

IMAGINATIVE
GIFTS; PRlCED
FOR STUDENTS

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,

Town-8~2-8022

military installation?

Dear. Gen.: Because he likes to "jumper from the baseline."

!

get paid lor working in all aspects of newspaper advertising

102 Romero N.W.
OlDTOWN

lee Repeats In
Billiards Match

Dear Sports Guys: Why didn't the Lobos win the WAC
track championship last spring?
KLEATE ADIDAS

Dear Sports Guys: Why is Smoot Roberts of the Fort Sam

'I

Interested in Advertising

Gates of Spa~·n ·

PHLOGG OPHENDERS
•
Dear Phlogg: They're going to take their boos ·away.

Hill basketball team so popular with one of the WACs at the

Open 24 Hours !

UNM Students

MEXICAN-SPANISH
INTERIOR AccENTs

Dear Kleate: They just couldn't Hackett.

College and Career Dept.
of First Baptist Church Youth Center
123 Broadway, S.E.

WANTED

and more

that a last-second rally be involved, and team effort rather
than an outstanding individual
performance predominate.
In the Colts-Giants game, Baltimore tied the score o na lastsecond field goal, then won in the
first overtime period in football
history. Quarterback Johnny Unitas, a key figure in the Colt win,
disagrees with the choice. "Number one in my book," says Unitas,
"is a game we played against
San Francisco a couple of weeks
earlier. We were losing 27-7 at
the half and came back to win
35-27, to clinch the Western title."

Dear Sports Guys: I heard that the WAC was going to
take action against rowdy and disorderly fans at basketball
games. What are they going to do?

GEN. DALIVVERIE

...............

NEW YORK-The Colts-Giants
NFL championship playoff of
1958 was the grE)atest football
game ever played, according to
the results of a poll of former
and present college and professional coaches, players and sportswriters appearing in the current
issue of Sport Magazine.
The Green Bay-Dallas NFL
championship games of 1966 and
1967 finished fourth and second
respectively in the balloting, and
the historic Notre dame-Ohio
State clash of unbeatens in 1935
was third.
The Colts-Giants game received
more votes than the following
seven games combined to become
the solid choice of the experts.
The criteria for the exceptional
games, according to the voting
breakdown, appeared to dictate
that a championship be at stake,

Carved Wood

,.
'

:I I.

Work on the Lobo Business Staff
· OPEN U HOURS
-Central N.W. 2<0"-8626,

Dear Sports Guys: It was rumored that several New
Mexico State basketballers were suspended. I heard that
they were just sitting around the fire in Coach Henson's
living room. What gives?
YULLOGG

, I

..........,.....,....,
A

iI

)

~

Near Carlisle

iI

! I

·~
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Dear Isel: It was Strontium-90, Carbon-14.

I
,i

..............................
Coin
Laundry

ISELTOPE

ll!

fully, there will be a lot of empty
seats, and when the Sun Bowl
officials consume their fifth bacardi and cola, maybe they'll realize that choosing a team should
be made when the final gun bas
sounded-and not when there's
plenty of time left to play.
One footnote is worthy to note.
Arizona coach Darrell Mudra's final words to his players just before kickoff time: ''You don't
have to win, and you don't have
to prove anything to anybody.''
They certainly didn't win and
proved they were the wrong team
chosen.
Merry Christmas sports fans,
and have a Happy New Year.

~

l

Does it really matter if a man finds God?

Bowl Officials Make Blunder;
Select Wrong T earn to Play
By MIKE PERRY
week. And if they didn't leap for
Sports Editor
joy at the idea of playing in a
This time of year when athle- post-season bowl, it was because
tics chooses its All-Americans, they had ~ game on their mindsAll-Conference teams, and All- not because they were disinterStar what-have yous, the world of estedsport should choose its annual
Smith Speaks Smoothly
All-American halfwits.
One exception was Sundevil athA good nominee would be the letic Director Clyde Smith, who
Sun Bowl committee who chose stated that "nobody would' be
Auburn and Arizona to play in mad if Arizona got the bid.'' He
the Dec.. 31 playing of the south- made it known in the Arizona
western classic in El Paso, Tex. papers that he was happy a repAuburn, which is the South- resentative of the state would be
eastern Conference representa- playing and he was hoping for
tive ended its season with a 6-4 the win. But when a man in his
record and a 24-1!> loss to Gator position starts criticizing bowl offiBowl-bound Alabama.
cials, and university regents he's
Stupid Error Made
playing with hot water.
, :But the biggest boo-boo came
ASU coach Frank Kush had
when the committee picked the contrasting views about the deUniversity of Arizona to accept cision. "We're naturally disapan invitation. The Wildcats fin- pointed," he said. "It was our be-ished their season, as expected, lief they would wait for the outby dropping a 30-7 decision to up- come of this weekend's game
state rivaL Arizona State. The (Nov. 30) game before they made
Tempe,.based Sundevils had been a decision," he said.
mentioned, along with inevitable
'Kids Worked Hard'
WAC champion Wyoming, as
"The · kids worked hard for
teams in running for the bowl
this," he said, "then had it taken
bid.
But Arizona issued a "take us away without getting a fighting
or leave us" ultimatwn to the chance," he added.
The Sun Devil players had obowl ~mmittee earlier in the
week-and the committee,. obvi- pinions equally strong.
Defensive end and Dennis Farously in a hurry to get a team to
rell
said, "I don't see how they
play, pieked the Wildcats over the
can do that to us. We didn't even
better WAG schools around.
get a chance to prove ourselves.
Dis:interest7-Hell Nor
Offensive guard Jim Kane said,
The committee, on the other
hand, claimed that ASU officials . "I don't even want to talk about
had shown disinterest in the it now, but I'll be heard from
· game. But the Sundevil coaches yet.''
So come December 31, the Sun
and players had an important
game on their hands. They had no aowl will come and go. But hopetime dreaming af the groovy time
college athletes and coaches
Students Ill
would have in El Paso and. JuarDoWnlww
for a lillaw
ez.
• lilappillgi ai Cit
'rite final game with traditionalrival Arizona was more important: to ASU coach. Frank Kush,
and so his team worked hard that

Dear Sports Guys: I understand the boys in the chemistry
dept. had an intrasquad basketball game recently. Do you
know the final score?

l

Editor . . .
MIKE PERRY
Writers . . .
JOHN MOSER
BOB LOWDER

Colts-Giants Game Tops

--------~-----------------

IT'S SIMPLY A STEAL TO RENT
A TUXEDO FROM SIMON'S AT
THESE PRICES!
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Gibson and Willie Long combined for 32 points to lead the Lobos.
Gibson hit for 17 while Long had
15, despite having so many shots
blocked by Smith.
For the Buffs, 6-7 Cliff Meely,
Smith, and 6-4 Mike Coleman led
the offense. Meely had 26, while
Smith followed with 18 and Coleman 16.
Tope had ten points for the
night 'vith all of them coming in
the second half. He went eight
for eight at the free throw line.

'

Dear Sports Guys: What are the most exciting shots at
University Arena?
BEROY LEERMAN
Dear BeRoy: "Stretch" Howard's overpowering iayins,
Petie Gibson's twisting one-banders and occasionally in the
stands--carumba!

!Old
~ Open . evenmgs
~
unul 9:00

~

Yes,

Have Yon Seen the Wide Selection

~

Of Unique Gifts for Christmas:

~
~

!

•

• Pinatas--2.98
• Candles
Soap
• Wind Chimes
• Bross & Incense
• Door Mots
• Toy Chests
• Hobby Supplies

~

ifJ
~The 'Sports Guys' wish everybody in the world a Merry~ ~
~Christmns tree and a Happy New Year's eve party!
~ ~
'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

•
•
•
•
•
•

Heights-265-5951
5218 Menaul NE
Open to 5:30,
Friday. to g,oo

Shoppers

Decorated Baskets
Carved Fork & Spoon Sets
'Artificial Grapes
Madras
Moccasins
• Artificial Flowers

• Luau Supplies

r--:-=::-'""..._A...,s Well As Baskets for Eve1'Y Need

the shades of Knight were falling.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

0p

~

Dear Sports Guys: 1 heard that "Flake" Knight lost the
men's downhill because his sunglasses kept dropping off and
he was blinded by the glare. True?
CHRISTY STEMM
Dear Christy:

Haske
Sh

BABKAMEHrMRq

J.
~

~

~
~
~

~

WE WILL PACK

~

CHR~:r:.:':u~~~~sEs

~

2 LOCJITIONS TO SERVE YOIJ

~

OLD TOWN-301 Romero NW
842-8022

Heights-5318 Menaul NE
265-5951

~

~

L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~tt~~~

--~~----- .........

EVV
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Absenteeism High

More Schools Close As Flu Epidemic Spreads
ATLANTA (UPI)-The Hong
Kong flu, spreading with unusual
speed, invaded more states Monday and health officials indicated
this epidemic season probably
will be the worst since a double
wave of Asian flu took 60,000 lives
in 1957.
More schools and col~eges in
nearly every region of the natior were forced to close Monday.
and businesses were crippled by
high absenteeism. Police :md fire
departments reported many personnel wet·e calling in sick.

Classes have not been officialiy
cancelled at UNM or any public
school in the Albuquerque m·e:1.
Hospitals were curtailing viBitir,g hours and there was heavy
ah~enteeism among government
'.vorkers.
Vice President Hubert HumphJ'ey was among the latest flu victims. He was forced to cancel a
scheduled visit to Los Angeles
because of the ailment.
The National Communicable Disease Center (NODC) in Atlanta
added four more states to its lists

At New York College

of states struck by the Hong the Hong Kong virus has struck
Kong flu or flu-like illnesses. The almost simultaneously all over
new states were Wyoming, the nation, the NCDC said.
Maine, Massachusetts and Neb"This probably has to do with
raska, bringing to 34 the number the marked difference in this
in which influenza activity ha~ strain from previous strains of
been reported.
A2 (Asian flu) that have occurThe NCDC noted the Hong red," the spokesman said.
Kong flu was occurring in almost
"We still don't know the ex·every region of the nation at tent to which it will occur," he
about the same time, which is said, "or what the mortality rate
unusual," a spokesman said. In will be."
past outbreaks of the Asian flu,
"lt probably will not be as
the virus tended to spread from severe
as the 1957 outbreak, but
West to East, or the reverse, but
we don't know yet."
In 1957 the Asian flu struck in
this country for the first time,
hitting first in October and returning again in December. The
NCDC reported 60,000 flu-related
deaths that year.
Pharmaceutical houses were
rushing the manufacture of nearCouncil acted to approve the re- ly 19 million doses of vaccine but
port of its Committee on Curri- it generally was not available at
culum and Teaching, which twice doctors' offices except to aged
voted against ROTC's present
status, first 7-5, and then 9-4.
The second vote was taken when
the Department of Military Science complained that it lacked
representation on the committee.

ROTC Credit 1-lalt Asked
By STEVE SIMON
Observation Post
City College of New Y01·k, N.Y.
- The Faculty Council of the
College's liberal arts school voted
last night, 29-17-2, to cease the
granting of credits to students in
the Reserve Officers Training
Corps (ROTC).
However, President Buell G.
Gallagher, who spoke for retention of credits during the meeting, said afterwards that the vote
was actually only "a recommendation to the Board of Higher
Education (BHE), which can either approve or disapprove."
"There can be no change in the
academic arrangement," he said,
because this year's bulletin lists

:..

the course as having credit value
and because of an obligation to
those students currently enrolled
in the program.
The faculty vote, in effect, repudiated a clause of the contract
he has signed with the Department of the Army requiring the
College "to grant appropriate
academic credit applicable toward
graduation for successful completion of (ROTC) courses."
He said he didn't believe either
party would hold the other to
literal 12-month notice" which
is required to terminate the contract.
The College, he said, would only
approach the Army if the BHE
upholds the faculty's action. The

"a

Old Resurrectioners
Build 'Majority City'
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SELMA, Ala. (CPS) - Last
summer, hunderds of Negroes,
Mexican-Americans, Indians and
poor whites spent three months in
Washington's Lincoln Park. They
built their own city-Resurrection City U.S.A.-and hundreds
came to "tell the world that America must share her wealth with
all her people if she expect'S to
survive."
Now, just outside Selma in
Booker Childrey, a small group of
whites and Negroes have set up
the second Resurrection City, this
time a permanent one. It is being
built on ten acres of land donated
to a group called Refugees of
Resurrection City.
The Refugees are people who
were left homeless after police
closed Resurrection City in July.
Many of the Poor People's Campaigners had been sharecroppers
or tenant farmers before they
went to Washington or demonstrated in their own towns in the
South.
Many landlords would not allow
these workers to return to their
"homes" after they had participated in the campaign, so they
were left homeless.
A group spent nearly three
months in the woods of Virginia,
but when the weather turned cold
and their food supply dwindled
they became desperate. Finally a
Selma black woman, Mrs. Amelia
-Boynton, gave the group ten

acres of land and an option to buy
another 350 acres.
The land designated for the
city is nearly surrounded by a
black community of about 5,000
people. Ray Robinson-a spokesman for the group-says he is
confident the Refugees (who have
dropped that title since they have
a new homesite) will win the support of the community.
"The city will be a city of love,"
he said, "open to the whole community - all races, creeds, and
colors.''
Architecture Planned
The final architectural structure for the city houses has been
planned, and work has been begun
on them. At the present the small
group of campaigners who have
already moved onto the land are
sheltered in an old abandoned
shack that still stands from years
back.
The group has suffered many
setbacks--snubs and roadblocks
from local banks and -businesses
with whom they have tried to
deal, a minor brushfire on the
land which lasted several hours.
But their work is continuing.

Sick Boy Ronald
Ronald Ripple; former UNM
student, had the unique distinction of having 46 communicable
diseases during his first semester
as a sophomore.

·Vol. 72

persons and those with chronic
ailments.
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We have fashions to pamper you . . . and great
Christmas goodies.
2937 Monte Vista N.E.
(on the triangle)

Country Bam

Every Monday & Tuesday
Special
For Those Chilly Days
HOT BOWL OF CHILl
New Mexico Style
ONLY

Want Ads
FOR SALE
RECORDS new stereo, $2 ea. cartridge
tape ·pJayer w/speakers, s.. track, new
$40. Tapes new. Ladies size 10 brown
blazer. Ladies sire 9 blue trench coat
w/zlp In lining. Men's White Stag green
ski jacket size 38. Bcnrus Swiss wateh
$10. Instamatic Camera. 842-8056.
SONY PORTABLE stereo tape recorder
TC200. Best Offer. 842·5342.
WOODEN YOU? Hand carved boxes,
Teakwood trays, Ebony letter openers
and chess sets, wild wooden chests. Bo
Tree, 2218 Central S.E.
OLD ROLL-TOP DESK, good condition,
$110. Bo Tree, 2218 Central S.E.
242-2018.
HAND-TOOLED wide leather watch banda,
wide leather bellll with big brass buckles. The Bo Tree, 2218 Central S.E.
PERSONALS
SCIENTOLOGY
You can be happy
again. Come to an introductory lecture
Tues. & Thur11. 7:30 p.m.; Sat. 3:00
p.m. 613 San Mateo NE, 256..0880.
MANUSCRIPTS submitted for Thunderbird may be picked up Mon., Wed,. Fri.,
9:30-11:30, 12:30.2:30 or Tues. & Thurs.
9:00-1:00 Journallstn Bldg.
HELPI-·Aibuqucrquc Job Corps Women
need reading material. Old magazines.
books, ete., should be left in the Lobo
office. Or call Jan 277-4202, 1·3 Mon.•
Thurs.
WANTED - Riders to Salt Lake City,
Leave Dec. 20 or 21, call 265-1178 after
12:00 p.m.
NOTICE COEDS Girl, 19, wants to
share your apartment and expenses,
near UNM campus. Pleal!e call 298·8806.
WOULD you believe • , • SCUBA DIVING
during Chrisbnall vacation at Las V cgas,
Nevada 1 Call: Seth, 842-BOH; la!!t
chsn~..e ~~ 19.
I HAVE a ring far her finger, a ribbon f<>r
her hair. or a grooVie Christmas goodie.
Sign of the Pampered Maiden, 2937
Monte Vista NE on the Triangle),
GIVE your folks READERS DIGEST for
Christmas. It's cheap--only $1.99 a year
--&every month they will rentEtnber your
December kindness. Go by the American
Bank of Commerce in the SUB.
MISCELLANEOUS
FOR YOUR Christmas grooming try the
College Inn Barbershop, 303 Ash N.E.
242-0003.
FOR RENT
WANTED, coed to share my large luxury
apt. $55 mo. Including ntllitlcs. Privacy
and your own rdrigerator. Walking distance to UNM. 842-9277.
SERVICES
TYPING-Term Papm, theses, ete. 2688908. 600 Kentucky, S.E.
MIMEOGRAPHING-all kinds - rcporl.llprogrnmo • letters - CHRISTMAS LET·
TERS - notices of ntcetinga .. lessons.
l'rompt-effieient-real!Onable. Call 2667373.
ROOM & BOARD
UNM STUDENTS-PARK WITH USModern nccomodations with a Jarge parking lot. 243-2881.

No Limit On Orders
Eat in our large dining room or take it home

Look for the Yell ow Roof

-

2400 Central SE across from campus
Extra parking in rear
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STUMPED?

If you yhave a problem
regarding your curriculum
or your career • • •
consult

,..o·•LLC\:::7
~ t-- E - l.R .. E. R
lf..-A t:

'-

COUNSELING SERVICE

~

AMjFM/FM/ STEREO
MUSIC SYSTEM

SOUND by

ONLY $199.95
-COMPLETEI

Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
Office Hours by Appointment

124 Washington SE

!

Phone 265-8288

!I
~

Noar lho University
3011 Monte VIsta ~~95

!

~~~~~~~~~-~

'Put These Toys Back On The Shelf. Nobody Wants Them This Year, Either.'
\.

